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Abst rac t - -A  fixed-charge model subject o a system of fuzzy relation inequalities with max- 
product composite operator is presented. The feasible domain of the model is first investiged of 
which the necessary and sufficient condition is proposed. If it is infeasible, a minimum calibration 
procedure isprovided to have at least one solution. Due to the nonconvexity of its feasible domain, 
a solution procedure is designed to have a minimum objective value of which the initial cost is 
considered. An illustrative xample is presented. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Researches on the resolution of fuzzy relation equations have drawn much attention in the past 
[1-7] and that with different objective functions also have been a continuous research topic among 
the fuzzy community [8,9]. Most of these studies used max-min as their composite operator 
because of its common uses in control and logic. However, it is also acknowledged that max-rain 
composite operator is no compensation i the sense that for a fixed value, one cannot make one 
value less for trading in another larger value. Mathematically, this is equivalent to say that for 
a fixed k > 0, if min(max)(a, b) = a = k, decreasing (increasing) the value of b cannot make 
a larger (smaller) a. Thus, one cannot trade off the values between a and b. This is serious 
when the model is applied to a decision problem that requires certain compromise. Besides, 
from human behaviour's point of view, max-min implies that one has to make the best (max) 
from the worst by considering all the factors to be simultaneously satisfied (min) has also been 
criticized to be too conservative. However, these do not mean that using max-min is wrong, 
but rather, these indicate that different context of applications hould use different operators to 
appropriately simulate the situations. 
Therefore, if a tr~le-off behaviour is involved in a decision problem, a compensatory operator 
should be adopted. And among those operators, max-product composition is the most commonly 
used operator. Because it is not only compensatory, but also conditional (not simultaneous) in
nature and simple in computation [10]. 
This work was supported by the National Science Council, ~iwan, Republic of China, with project number NSC 
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However, researches on the resolution of such relation equations are very few and so far as 
we learned, none on inequalities. Therefore, this is the first aim of our study to investigate the 
structure of feasible domain with fuzzy relation inequalities composed by max-product operator. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solutions will be proposed and the 
inconsistency analysis will be performed for which a minimum calibration to have at least one 
solution will be proposed. 
Now, since fixed-charge problems are a generalization of the problems without initial costs, in 
this study we consider the more general form with f (x)  being a monotonic increasing function. 
Thus, the following fixed-charge model is considered. 
THE MODEL. 
rain. 
s.t. 
?% 
- s (1 )  
j= l  
R' o x > b, (2) 
[0, 0 , . . .  T X0 ,0]nxl < <x < [1,1,. T _ . . ,1]., , .  (3) 
where R ~ r ~ " ~- [ ij]mxn is a given relation matrix; b is an m x 1 vector; and o"  is a max-product 
composite operator defined by 
max (r~i .x i )  =bi, Vi= 1 . . . .  ,m. 
j=l,... ,n 
Since in the next section, we shall show that the feasible domain of this model is nonconvex, 
therefore, conventional solution procedures for convex programs become useless. Therefore, in 
Section 4, we shall develop a solution procedure for finding the optimal solution of this model 
after inconsistency analysis is provided in Section 3. An example will be provided for illustration. 
Summary and discussion will be drawn in the last section. 
2. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  FEAS IBLE  DOMAIN 
We first investigate the feasible domain of the proposed model. Thus, the feasible set can be 
defined by 
X{R' ,b}  {x lR 'ox>b;  [0,0,... T x 0 _ ,0 ]nx l  < < x < [1 ,1 , . . .  T = _ ,1],x 1 }- (4) 
In (4), we observe that Vj=in r~j~ .xj° _> 0, for a l l i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  Thus, ifb~ = 0, for any 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, the constraint i should be satisfied automatically. Therefore, we just need to 
consider the case with all b~ > 0 in (4). 
THEOREM 1. X{R' ,b} = X{R, 1}, where 1 = [1,... ,1]~xt. 
PROOF. x is a feasible solution of R' o x >_ b if and only if x is a feasible solution of R o x > 1 
! with r~ i = rij/bi , bi > 0, for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
DEFINITION 1. A transformed form of Rox  >_ 1, is called a Canonical form, and the matr/x R is 
called a Canonical matrix. By contrast, the original system are called Normal form and Normal 
matrix, respectively. 
REMARK 1. From Theorem 1, if we have R' o x ° _> b. Thus, R o x ° _> 1. 
Since it is simpler to analyze the solution structure of a canonical form then that of a normal 
form, we shall pay our attention to the solution set of 
X{R, 1} {x lnox>l ; [0 ,0 ,  T z0  T = . . .  _ 11 ,×,}  (5) _ ,0 ]nx l  < <x < [1 ,1 , . . . ,  . 
Then, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. For each constraint i in (5), the sufficient and necessary condition to be feasible is 
that there exists at least an r~j >_ 1 for any j  = 1 ,2 , . . .  , n. And the only solution to satisfy this 
condition is xj >_ 1/r~j,Vj. 
PROOF. 
(i) If there is a constraint i with r~j < 1, for all j = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n, then xj >_ 1/r~j > 1. This 
contradicts to 0 < xj _< 1. 
(ii) For any constraint i, if there exists an rij _> 1 for any j = 1,2, . .  ., n, then Vk=ln rik • Xk _> 
ri j - xj >_ ri j  • (1/r i j )  = 1. Therefore, xj  _> 1/r~j satisfies constraint i. 
From (i) and (ii), we have proved Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 tells us that  if we have a rij _> 1 on the ith row of R, then xj > 1/rij is feasible 
for the constraint i. Otherwise, if ri j  < 1, for all j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, then constraint i is inconsistent 
which leads to X = ¢. 
COROLLARY 1. The maximum solution is ~j = 1, V j. 
Before solving the inequality (5), let us define an index set Ji = {k [ r~k _> 1, for all 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  and an index sequence by J1 x . . .  x Ji x . . .  x Jm = 
{( j t , . . .  , j~,... ,fin) I ji E J~, for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m}.  Apparently, the cardinality of the index 
sequence is 
H Ig, I = IJtl x . . .  x Ig l x . . .  x IJ-I. 
i----1 
LEMMA 1. In equation (5), constraint i is feasible, only if Ji is not empty. 
PROOF. Ji is empty implies rik < 1, for all k = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n. It contradicts Theorem 2. Therefore, 
the constraint i is feasible only if J i is not empty. 
REMARK 2. If J i is empty for any i, then (5) is inconsistent. 
THEOREM 3. I f  (5) is consistent. For an index sequence ( j l , . . .  , j~,... ,jm), we have a minimal 
solution x with 
Xk----max ( x0' l<_i(_mmax {1-- - I j ,=k}).r ik  
If j i  ~ k, for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, then maxl<i_<m{1/rik [ j~ = k} = 0. 
PROOF. Since (5) is consistent, from Lemma 1, all J i are nonempty. Therefore, there exists 
index sequences in which an index sequence ( j l , . . .  , j i , . . .  ,jm) represents r~j, > 1, for all i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  m. From Theorem 2, xj, _> 1/rij, is the only solution for constraint i. That  is, xk > 
maxl<i<m{1/rik [ Ji = k}. 
Besides, since xk _ x ° _> 0, for all k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, therefore, a minimal solution x with 
xk = max{x °, maxt<_i<m{1/r~k [j~ = k}} exists, for all k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and maxl<,<_m{1/r,k [ 
j i  = k} = 0, i f j i  # k, for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . , ra .  
From Theorem 3, one index sequence defines a minimal solution, but they are not necessary 
one to one correspondent. The following example illustrates uch a situation. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
[ii]II O Xl ~> X2 
T 
Then, the index sequences (1,2,1) and (1,2,2) have the same minimal solutions x = (1, 1), which, 
however, is the same is its maximum solution. 
However, because there are I '[~1 [Ji[ index sequences, therefore, there are at most I'L~=I IJi[ 
minimal solutions. 
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THEOREM 4. For any feasible solution x in (5), there exists a minimal solution x such that 
x<x<l .  
n r PROOF. Because x is a feasible solution in (5), Vj=I ij .xj = r% .xj~ _> 1, for all i = 1,2,..  ,m. 
0 for all i  = 1,2,. m. So, wehavexk > maxx<i<m{1/rik [ That is, 1 >_ xj, > l/r% and xj, >_ x~, .., _
j i  = k}, for all i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  rn. Because 1 > 1/r~, for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, this implies r~ _> 1, 
for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  That is, j~ belongs to Ji, for all i = 1,2, . . . , rn .  Therefore, we have an 
index sequence ( j l , - . - ,  j i , . . . ,  Jm) corresponds to its minimum x where 
xk=max~x°k, max {1  I )}  
( l<i<_m j i  = k , 
such that xk _< xtc _< 1, for all k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Therefore, given R' and b in inequalities (2), let X{R',  b} be the set of all minimal solutions 
and )({R', b} be the set of maximum solutions, then we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. X___{R',b} c X{R',b} C X{R',b) = {1}. 
3. ANALYSIS  OF INCONSISTENT 
In the proposed model, if inconsistent occurs which would imply that the given level on the 
right-hand sides of the constraints are set too high. Thus, one should calibrate it in such a way 
that there exists at least one solution but yet with the level of calibration the properties of the 
original system will not be destroyed. That is, the minimum calibration to make the system 
feasible is desired. 
LEMMA 2. In (2), ffJ~ is empty for any i = 1,2,...,m, then /kb~ = I -  maxl<_j<_m{rij} with 
maxl<#<,n{rij} = rik > 0 is the minimum cMibration to make Ji nonempty. 
n PROOF. Suppose maxl<i<m{rij} = r~k, which implies Vj=l(rij/rik)Xj >_ 1. Since (r~k/rik) = 1, 
so, Ji is not empty. From Lemma 1, constraint i become feasible, and xk = 1 _> x ° is a feasible 
+ solution of constraint i. Now, if we replace the right-hand side value by rik > rik, then we have 
n + n ! t V~.=lrijxj >_ r +, which implies Vj=l(rij/rik)xj = Vj=lri jxj > 1. However, because rij = 
(r~j/r +) < (rij/rik) = (r~j/maxl<j<n{rij}) _< 1, for all j = 1,2, . . .  ,n, thus, Ji is still empty 
even if we have decreased the values of bi by/kbi = 1 - r +. Therefore,/kb~ = 1 - maxl<j<m{r~j} 
is the minimum calibration to make J~ from empty to nonempty. 
So, the minimum level of calibration corresponds to its normal form is 
Ab~=bix (1 -  max ri.}) 
l<_j<_rn { 3 " 
4. THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE OF 
THE PROPOSED MODEL 
Now, let us incorporate the objective function and consider the opt imum solution of our pro- 
posed model. 
THEOREM 5. The optimal solution is a minimal solution. 
PROOF. Let x* be an optimal solution of the model. Then, suppose x* is not a minimal solution 
of (5), then all of x ~ x*. If x* < x, it is infeasible. If x* > x, then because f(.)  is monotonic 
increasing, ~-~j=l f (x j )  - f (x  °) < z.~j--1 f (x j , )  - f(x°). Since x* is an optimal solution, so 
~q<n - f(x°). Thus, is an optimal solution, too. Thus, we can j=l f(xj) - f(x °) -- ~--,¢<n /-..~j----1 f(~J*) X 
find optimal solution from minimal solutions by comparing their objective values. 
Based on Theorem 5, we now propose a solution procedure for the model. 
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Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 5. 
Transform the inequality constraint into its canonical form. 
Identify the elements in the canonical matrix R with rij _> 1. If there is one row without 
such an element, go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 4. 
Inconsistent analysis. Then, go to Steps 1 and 2. 
Generate l-Lm__l IJil index sequences. If there exists an i such that IJi[ = 0, then stop. 
Otherwise, for each index sequence (j 1,..., ji,..., jm) continue the following steps. 
4.1. ~,  x°; 
4.2. for i = 1 to m do i f j i  = k then ~k *-- max{~k, 1/rik) end for loop; 
4.3. Output a minimal solution x. 
Find the optimal solution with 
f q<n ) 
• " = m~n ~ ~ ~j (~)  - ~ (~o) . 
z ( j~ l  
Now,  let us give an example for illustration. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
min. 
s.t. 0.9 0.15 o x2 _> 0.3 , 
L 0.5 0.1 0.8 x3 0.4 
- =xO<~x<~l. ~4' 
STEP i. Transform into canonical form. 
°1 
3 
1 
STEP 2. Determine the valid element with (.). 
432  
555  
1 1 
g (3) 
1 
It is inconsistent! 
STEP 3. Inconsistency analysis. 
The minimum calibration of the first row is 
2 
X3 
[1] 
> 1 . 
1 
[Xl] 
o X2 _~ 
X3 
Abl - -b l  × (1 -  max {rl,}) 1 ( [4  3 2~ 1 
So, the system becomes 040 0  [Xl] [04] 
0.1 . xs  0.4 
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with its canonical form as 
1 1 
(3) 
1 
Exl] [1] 
o x2 _> 1 . 
x3 1 
STEP 4. To determine index sequences and their corresponding minimal solutions. 
There are JJll x IJ2J x IJ3[ = 1 x 1 x 2 = 2 index sequences which are (1,2,1) and (1,2,3). For 
index sequence (1,2,1), 
Xz : max ,max 1, = 1, 
/ 1 
X 2 ~ max , ---- ~, 
x3=max ,0 =g.  
Therefore, x z = (1, 1/3, 1/5). 
Similar to sequence (1,2,3), we have x 2 = (1, 1/3, 1/2). 
STEP 5. Apparently, x I = (1, 1/3, 1/5) is the optimal solution. 
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
In this study, we considered a fixed-charge model with fuzzy inequality constraints which is 
composed by max-product operator. As such model has wide varieties of applications, studying 
its structure and developing an appropriate solution procedure becomes important. 
First, we investigated the properties of feasible domain by transforming its normal form of 
constraints into a canonical form. Due to the same feasible domains of these two forms, but yet 
the simplicity of the canonical form, we proposed the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of the solutions. Then, we show that the solution set is composed by one maximum 
solution and multiple minimal solutions and is as a 'banana' structure. In consequence, the 
feasible domain is nonconvex, and thus, those methods developed for linear programs cannot be 
applied. 
Based on the existence theorem, we proposed a solution procedure to find all minimal solutions. 
Inconsistency analysis was also done with a calibration procedure so that with the minimum 
calibration, one can have at least one solution when the original system is infeasible. 
With the monotonically increasing objective function, both linear and nonlinear functions are 
applicable. Example was provided for illustration. If there are no fixed charges, then f ( z  °) = 0, 
Vj. This leaves the constraint 0 < z < 1 with x ° = 0 and the solution procedure is still valid. 
Besides, since there is only one maximum solution, extension to maximization models is 
straightforward. 
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